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Achieve Grid
Emulation with
Load Banks
Load testing a solar farm’s equipment and
electrical systems quickly and efficiently
is key to completing the commissioning
process and ensuring proper facility
functionality and performance. When relying
on a grid connection to load test, developers
must coordinate the construction schedule
to align with the planned grid availability
to begin commissioning. However, if the
grid connection is delayed, the costs of
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construction delays, missed deadlines, and
lost revenues quickly adds up. Even if the
grid connection is completed, the ISO/RTO
may not allow power to be exported from
the facility during testing. All of which can
cause you to miss critical deadlines and
tax incentives. Leveraging a system of load
banks and generators, you can emulate the
grid to accurately load test and commission
your solar farm without delay.
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LOAD BANK TESTING YOUR SOLAR FARM
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How to Test
a Solar Farm
with Load
Banks
During commissioning and as part of a continuous
maintenance plan, every element of the inverter
and solar modules must be tested to confirm
equipment performance and functionality. If
you need to complete commissioning prior to
connecting to the grid, load banks emulate the
grid to produce an efficient and accurate testing
environment that allows a solar system to be
energized under realistic conditions. There are
two primary performance tests that energy
providers can run.
The first, an Inverter DC Performance Test, lets
the contractor assess dynamic performance
of the inverter during voltage and power
fluctuations at the DC source, which are the PV
panels. Three forms of the test are conducted
to measure delays between power source and
converters, as well as how they can handle large,
sudden changes in power intake. Inverter AC
Performance Tests, the second type of test, are a
series of 13 tests designed to determine inverter
performance during changes in AC voltage and
frequency. The tests allow contractors to target
various characteristics of the AC, to determine
an inverter’s strengths and limitations.
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LOAD BANK TESTING YOUR SOLAR FARM
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The Benefits of Load
Testing Your Solar Farm
Going forward, without a load test, solar farms cannot be
commissioned for operation. Inverter manufacturers will
not certify the inverters or put the warranty into effect
either. A load bank is the best way to quickly commission
your solar farm and begin generating revenue.
QUICKER TIME TO REVENUE
Load banks eliminate your reliance on the power grid, giving you
complete control over your load testing schedule and accelerating
your time-to-revenue. From construction delays to backlogged tests,
there are a variety of reasons a grid connection could be delayed,
costing you both time and money. Load banks offer the flexibility
and control to emulate the grid and test your solar system to the
fullest capacity, guaranteeing maximum performance of your assets
so you can start generating revenue.

COMPLETELY VALIDATE YOUR OPERATIONS
Energizing your solar system before grid connection provides a 100%
accurate way to confirm proper performance levels and identify
problems by simulating real-life situations. Load banks give you
complete control over every element of the load test and schedule to
ensure an accurate gauge of facility performance and insight. This
way, you can make any adjustments necessary to reach maximum
performance before the facility is put into commercial service.
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Partner With An Expert
to Ensure Solar Farm
Compliance
Industry standards and commissioning
regulations can vary based on the type of
project and the location and scale of the
facility. While staying in compliance with
these rules and guidelines is of upmost
importance, it can become increasingly
difficult as standards and regulations
continue to change and evolve.
Most recently, in March 2020 IEEE 1547.1
testing and verification procedures were
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approved, making it a requirement that
commissioning tests be performed after
the interconnection systems are fully
constructed and installed prior to activation.
ComRent has years of experience in the
solar industry and a team of experts who are
fully versed in how changes to standards
and regulations will affect the industry. We
can help build a plan to ensure your facility
is always in compliance.
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The ComRent Advantage
How ComRent simplifies the solar farm
commissioning process




EXPERTISE
Starting with consultative planning, ComRent partners with you to discover
the unique testing requirements and timeline of your solar project and
builds a testing plan customized to your facility. Our project managers and
technicians have a collective 185 years of experience in load bank testing
solutions, and every project includes a fully-trained, onsite technical expert
to manage delivery, set-up, testing, troubleshooting, and tear-down.
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
Our advanced remote technology means you can save time and simulate as
many load banks as needed at once, simulating grid power with lightningfast response times and pre-programmed scripts for accurate results. Our
resistive/reactive solutions increase the efficiency of solar system testing by
combining the resistance and power factor correction needed in utility scale
facilities in a single load bank, eliminating the need for extra equipment or
cables to save on rental costs and provide a safer testing environment.
ACCURACY



ComRent’s equipment is thoroughly tested before delivery to ensure consistent
measurement parameters and accurate readings. Every load bank rental
project includes a fully trained, on-site technical expert to manage delivery,
set-up, testing, troubleshooting, and tear-down. With access to a dependable
consultant during the entire load testing project, you can rest assured your
load tests will be completed accurately and on-time.
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Ready to ensure your solar
farm is commissioned on
time and on budget?
Contact ComRent today
for a complementary
consultation.


ComRent Corporate Headquarters
10901 W. 120th Ave., Suite 150
Broomfield, CO 80021





888 881 7118

www.ComRent.com
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